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Affectionately referred to by many as “Doctor,” Jamal Rasheed 

is an author, talk show host, columnist, entrepreneur, educator, 

and motivational speaker.  He graduated from Missouri’s 

Lincoln. University with a B.S. in Social Science and minor in 

African American History.  He later earned his Masters Degree 

in Education and Sociology as well as an endorsement in 

Health and Safety. 

 

For over 40 years, Jamal has written commentaries for several 

newspapers, including the  international Islamic publication 

Muslim Journal, for which he received the honorary community 

title of doctor bestowed by Imam W. Deen Mohammed (ra) as a 

testament to Jamal’s piercing insight into the human condition.  

 

The Imam said of him:  “…He's  a learned, very strong 

productive minded person. He's a scholar...I try to keep up with 

him in the paper. One of the things that I make a point to read is 

his writings.....I am making it right now, required readings, that 

you read the commentaries of Dr. Jamal R. Rasheed.” 

 

“Dr.” Rasheed has presented at numerous workshops including 

the National Symposium on Race Relations and Equity 

Education and Civil Rights sponsored by the Brown 

Foundation, namesake for Brown vs. Board of Education.  He 

has been a radio and television guest including at the World 

Famous Apollo Theater in Harlem New York, and for over 20 

years, he hosted , "The Jamal Rasheed Show," a live television 

production addressing critical issues affecting the African 

American and broader community. 

 

Rasheed is a weekly columnist for Muslim Journal, co-host for 

the AM360 weekly talk show “Solutions to Critical Issues,” and  

author of six books including Positive Solutions to Improve Our 

Lives. 

 

TOPICS: 

 

Sociology, Activism, Education, Conflict Resolution, Self-

Motivation 

AM360 

BROADCASTS 

Solutions to  

Critical Issues 

Thursdays @ 7pm EST 

Request 
this  

Speaker 
 

Visit CWSC’s 

broadcast network! 

Travel Origin: IN 

PUBLICATIONS 

Other Titles 

 

The Mentality and 

Morality of American 

History 

 

Kidnapped, Lost and 

Found 

 

Universal Happiness 

“ Focused on and 

committed to 

liberating  hearts 

and minds to 

enhance our global 

society.” 
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